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Electron propagator calculations provide an accurate assignment of the six lowest vertical ionization energies
(IEs) of naphthalene. The first four states haveπ holes and the next two haveσ holes. Two subsequent final
states withσ-hole andπ-hole character are close in energy. Significant shake-up character occurs in the
fourth state and in the fifthπ-hole state. Computational schemes based on low-order, perturbative improvements
to Koopmans’s theorem results are unlikely to be valid for these two states. Assignment of the seventh and
eighth states is difficult, therefore. Higher IEs are in close agreement with features seen in photoelectron
spectra and in Penning ionization electron spectroscopy.

Introduction

Penning ionization electron spectroscopy1 yields information
that may complement photoelectron spectra and thereby facilitate
assignment of final states. Penning ionization occurs when a
molecule, M, collides with a metastable atom, A* , such that

where the excitation energy of A exceeds the ionization energy
(IE) of M. Penning ionization electron spectra (PIES) are given
by the kinetic energy distribution of the ejected electron. The
dependence of an ionization cross section on collision energy
is sensitive to the diffuse portions of Dyson orbitals correspond-
ing to the IEs of M. These orbitals, which may be considered
overlaps between initial,N-electron states and final states with
N - 1 electrons, are defined by

Recent PIES experiments2,3 have shown that cationic states
of naphthalene withπ holes correspond to higher intensities
than theirσ-hole counterparts. Comparison of PIES and pho-
toelectron spectra (PES)4 enabled assignment of five cationic
states withπ holes. Numerous states withσ holes were assigned
as well. These determinations were aided by electron propagator
calculations5 in the outer valence Green’s function approxima-
tion (OVGF).6

The latter method and the partial third-order approximation
(P3)7 may be employed for the assignment of the lowest IEs of
closed-shell, organic molecules.8,9 For the perturbative argu-
ments underlying P3 and OVGF to be valid, pole strengths (p),
must be close to unity, where

When OVGF and P3 calculations produce pole strengths that
are below 0.8, there is a clear need for renormalized electron
propagator methods such as the two-particle, one-hole Tamm-

Dancoff approximation (2ph-TDA) and the third-order, alge-
braic, diagrammatic construction, or ADC(3).6 Both methods
have been useful in identifying shake-up states that are not
assignable to single-hole, one-determinant wave functions. 2ph-
TDA and ADC(3) retain a first-order treatment of states with
two-hole, one-particle character.

A recent extension of the P3 approximation, the renormalized,
nondiagonal, second-order (NR2) self-energy, retains these
advantages of the 2ph-TDA and ADC(3) methods for IEs of
closed-shell molecules.10 In addition, the errors in NR2 IEs
decrease as basis sets are improved. For a representative set of
closed-shell molecules, average absolute errors for IEs below
20 eV were 0.49, 0.27, 0.22, and 0.17 eV for the cc-pVDZ,
aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets,11 respec-
tively. NR2 calculations are especially advantageous for unsat-
urated hydrocarbons. For ethylene, NR2 IEs systematically
approach experimental IEs and produce errors of approximately
0.1 eV for cc-pV5Z basis sets.12 NR2 calculations also are more
efficient with respect to arithmetic operations and do not require
transformed two-electron repulsion integrals with four virtual
indices. NR2 avoids evaluation of constant self-energy diagrams
with divergent behavior in the limit of large numbers of
electrons.13

To extend the assignment based on OVGF calculations2 to
states that may have significant shake-up character and to
confirm the assignments that have been made for the lowest
states, we presently apply the NR2 method to the vertical IEs
of naphthalene.

Methods

Geometry optimizations were performed with Gaussian 9814

at the HF/6-311G** level.15 A qualitative survey of IEs and
pole strengths with the P3, ADC(3), and NR2 methods used
the same basis set. NR2 calculations were subsequently
performed with the cc-pVTZ basis.11 Carbon 1s molecular
orbitals are dropped from propagator summations; all other
molecular orbitals are retained. Propagator calculations are
executed with newly developed program links that communicate
with Gaussian 98.16 To locate many of the shake-up states, it
was necessary to allow up to 65 iterations to be performed in
the matrix diagonalization routines.

* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: ortiz@
ksu.edu.

A* + M f A + M+ + e- (1)

ψDyson(x1) ) ∫ΨN(x1,x2,x3,...,xN)ΨN-1
/

(x2,x3,x4,...,xN)dx2dx3dx4...dxN (2)

p ) ∫|ψDyson(x1)|2dx1 (3)
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Results and Discussion

Survey of Methods. A survey of the lowest IEs obtained
with various methods is undertaken for diagnostic purposes.
Results obtained with the 6-311G** basis are displayed in Table
1 with experimental data and OVGF calculations from ref 2.
Pole strengths corresponding to Koopmans’s theorem (KT)
results are not listed, for they are identically equal to unity.

Three final states withπ holes are assigned consistently by
all methods. For the lowest IE, where the final state has a2Au

label, perturbative corrections to KT results in the P3, ADC-
(3), and NR2 columns are small. Pole strengths between 0.85
and 0.9 are typical for low-lying IEs of closed-shell molecules.
All approximations are in close agreement with experiment. In
the next,2B3u state, errors in the IE predictions are somewhat
greater, but pole strengths remain large. The third,2B2g state
exhibits larger discrepancies between KT and the correlated
approximations, but agreement with experiment is satisfactory.
The P3 pole strength remains in this method’s acceptable range.
For the first time, a shake-up state of the same symmetry type
with a small pole strength appears at a higher energy, 12.14
eV.

In the assignment of ref 2, the fourth state has aπ hole and
the label2B1g. P3 calculations are in agreement and yield a
slightly smaller pole strength. Corrections to KT results are
larger and the discrepancy with experiment is approximately
0.3 eV. ADC(3) calculations do not converge readily to a state
with a large pole strength. Current algorithms succeeded in
finding only a state at 10.96 eV with a pole strength of 0.1.
This result provides a clear warning about the validity of the
P3 calculation. NR2 calculations encounter three IEs, with the
lowest corresponding to the largest pole strength. This value,
10.76 eV, is in closer agreement with the experimental value.

Three final states withσ holes, 2Ag, 2B3g, and 2B2u, are
assigned to states 5-7 in ref 2. P3 calculations again are in

agreement. Corrections to KT results are large, but pole strengths
remain acceptable for applications of P3. In the third case, the
discrepancy with experiment is 0.44 eV. These discrepancies
are somewhat worse for ADC(3), but NR2 results are within
0.22 eV of experiment in all three cases.

Consideration of the lastπ-hole state,2B3u, produces two
warning signs for P3 (and for that matter, OVGF) calculations.
The P3 IE differs from experiment by 0.44 eV and the pole
strength is below 0.80. ADC(3) and NR2 calculations produce
IEs with low pole strengths that are both above and below the
IE for theσ-hole,2B2u state. The NR2 state at 12.10 eV is close
to the NR2 shake-up prediction at 12.14 eV discussed above
that also pertained to aπ-hole state, albeit with2B2g symmetry.

These results indicate that the fourth and fifthπ-hole states
assigned in ref 2 should be examined with a renormalized
electron propagator method and an improved basis set. It is likely
that methods such as OVGF and P3 will not suffice for many
higher IEs.

NR2 Ionization Energies.The superior efficiency of NR2
enables study of the IEs of naphthalene with the cc-pVTZ basis.
Table 2 shows these results.

For the first three states withπ holes, accurate IE predictions
obtain. NR2 predictions increase by approximately 0.2 eV with
the use of the larger basis set. The pole strength for the third
state is somewhat lower than the other two. This result is
accompanied by prediction of a shake-up2B2g state at 12.11
eV.

For the 2B1g case, two states of approximately equal pole
strength are predicted. The first coincides, somewhat fortu-
itously, with the PIES feature at 10.85 eV. Another state is found
at 11.09 eV and may correspond to shoulders seen in PIES and
PES. The Koopmans picture of these cationic states is in-
appropriate; shake-up character is dominant.

For the fifth and sixth states, there is close agreement between
NR2 predictions and experiment. These IEs correspond clearly
to the region of PIES intensity that is reduced with respect to
PES.

In theσ-hole,2B2u case, satisfactory agreement with experi-
ment is elusive. The larger basis leads to an NR2 prediction of
12.55 eV and an increased discrepancy with the assigned value
of 12.22 eV. Despite the consistency of these results and the

TABLE 1: Survey of Ionization Energies (eV)

state KT P3 ADC(3) NR2
PIES
ref 2

OVGFa

ref 2
2Au 7.94 8.12

(0.88)
8.04
(0.87)

7.99
(0.86)

8.00 7.93

2B3u 8.68 8.78
(0.88)

8.70
(0.87)

8.63
(0.86)

8.80 8.56

2B2g 10.45 10.02
(0.86)

10.06
(0.84)

9.82
(0.82)

9.99 9.83

12.14
(0.02)

12.14
(0.02)

2B1g 12.22 11.16
(0.82)

10.96
(0.10)

10.76
(0.56)

10.85 11.13

11.05
(0.16)
14.03
(0.06)

2Ag 12.98 11.48
(0.89)

11.72
(0.89)

11.40
(0.87)

11.4 11.39

2B3g 13.28 11.82
(0.88)

11.92
(0.89)

11.60
(0.86)

11.7 11.56

2B2u 14.21 12.66
(0.87)

12.82
(0.87)

12.44
(0.85)

12.22 12.56

2B3u 14.53 12.85
(0.79)

12.40
(0.22)

12.10
(0.42)

12.41 12.89

13.21
(0.44)
14.05
(0.02)

15.11
(0.04)

15.40
(0.08)

15.42
(0.07)

a cc-pVDZ basis.11

TABLE 2: NR2 cc-pVTZ Ionization Energies (eV)

state KT NR2
PIES
ref 2

2Au 7.95 8.17 (0.86) 8.00
2B3u 8.69 8.82 (0.85) 8.80
2B2g 10.46 9.98 (0.81) 9.99

12.11 (0.02)
2B1g 12.24 10.86 (0.38) 10.85

11.09 (0.33)
2Ag 12.95 11.51 (0.86) 11.4
2B3g 13.25 11.73 (0.86) 11.7
2B2u 14.18 12.55 (0.84) 12.22
2B3u 14.54 12.18 (0.35) 12.41

13.04 (0.29)
2B1u 15.38 13.56 (0.82) 13.32
2B2u 15.90 13.88 (0.83) 13.6
2B3g 15.86 13.96 (0.82) 14.0
2Ag 16.64 14.49 (0.80) 14.4
2B1u 16.92 14.80 (0.76) 14.8

15.36 (0.03)
2Ag 18.44 16.04 (0.77) 15.85
2B3g 19.17 16.49 (0.72) 16.3
2B2u 19.05 16.44 (0.40) 16.8

16.61 (0.28)
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large pole strength, it may be necessary to apply more advanced
methods to this state.

The NR2 pole strength for theπ-hole,2B3u state at 12.18 eV
indicates large shake-up character. This value is close to the
2B2g shake-up predicted at 12.11 eV. Another2B3u state is
predicted at 13.04 eV.

These values appear to contradict the order of the PIES
assignment for the seventh and eighth states:σ-hole andπ-hole,
respectively. In NR2 calculations, theπ-hole states are predicted
at 12.11 and 12.18 eV and theσ-hole state is predicted at 12.55
eV. P3 and OVGF results, as they are based on more drastic
approximations regarding shake-up character in final states,
cannot be regarded as definitive for making these assignments.

IE predictions at higher energies appear to be in close
agreement with values given in ref 2. There are no Koopmans-
like final states with pole strengths above 0.85, but there are
several marginal cases with values between 0.80 and 0.85.
Experimental features at 16.3 and 16.8 eV have been assigned
to 2B3g and2B2u states, respectively, but the results of Table 2
suggest that there are three states in this energy range.

It is likely that more thorough searches for NR2 IEs will
produce additional states below 17 eV that are not listed in Table
2. These results provide a qualitative description of the broad,
overlapping features seen between 15.5 and 17 eV.

Conclusions

NR2 calculations give accurate vertical IEs for final states
that may be qualitatively described at the KT level, where the
pole strengths are close to unity. An assignment of the first six
cationic states based on ab initio, electron propagator calcula-
tions is consistent with previous reports.2 Significant shake-up
character is manifested in a low pole strength for the fourth
state, which has aπ hole and a2B1g label. For the fifthπ-hole
state, shake-up character is dominant. It is not clear whether
this state precedes the thirdσ-hole state, which has a2B2u label.
Many higher IEs have been calculated and these results are in
close agreement with PIES assignments.
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